Abstract. By using a wireless remote networking, and cloud computing platform technology, this system can collect idle space and time from every company or unit who has its isolated cold-chain transport system. Those information of every refrigerated truck's time, spare space and route can be opened to all of other customers with such demands. By this way, small quality and scattered refrigerated goods will be distributed incidentally and cheaply with those daily transport of those big company. This system greatly improve the utilization efficiency of cold chain transport system and reduce the cost of business and fragmented customers and promote the development of cold chain transport industry.
Introduction
Cold Chain transport system refers those under refrigerated and frozen food in the production, storage and transportation, sales, all aspects of the consumer will always be in front of a predetermined low temperature environment, in order to ensure food quality and reduce food losses of a systems engineering [1] . Some big refrigerated and frozen food manufactures and sales have their own team of refrigerated trucks daily transport products from one place to the other. Because of the fluctuation of sale activity, the quality of goods will be changed every day, there will be some different amount of idle space on the way. On the other hand, it is too expensive to transport some small quality refrigerated and frozen goods by one refrigerated truck on the same route.
With the rapid development of E-commerce and the technology of communication , customers can search information and products from the internet and buy almost all kind of service and product as their wish. The modern electronic technology makes people to get remote devices' running status and location easily and quickly [2] . All of those make human society t working more and more efficiently with low cost.
Install the remote digital unit to those refrigerated trucks, manufactures can know the location and the inside temperature and humidity through internet at any time, and they know its idle space and load from their work schedule with ERP system. In this case,they can put those information to cloud computing platform and sale their idle space to those potential customers without affect their own transport missions.Those potential customers can transport small quality scatted refrigerated goods cheaply and incidentally buying idle space from special refrigerated trucks' team.
System design
This system is based on remote wireless terminal unit and cloud computing platform [3] . The remote terminal unit is installed to those refrigerated trucks which can monitor the inside temperature and humidity and get location from GPS module and send those information to owner's ERP system by wireless communication module. The ERP system analyses those trucks load data and running status and puts those trucks idle space data route information to cloud computing server which can put those information to e-commercial website. Other small customers can browse their required space with International Conference on Applied Science and Engineering Innovation (ASEI 2015) special route from the website and order those business by internet at any time. The order will turn back to truck owners and arrange their trucks to load those scatted refrigerated goods on their way. This system architecture is as follows:
Hardware design
The hardware refers the remote wireless terminal unit installed on those refrigerated trucks [4] . This unit is designed based on MSP430 as ARM 9 chip. The MSP430 connects ADT 7420 with IC 2 to test the inside temperature, and connects GPS module with Rs232 to get the current location of this truck. When the necessary data is ready, the unit sends those data to the remote server through the GPRS module with RS232 port periodically. The schematic diagram of this unit is as follow Fig.2 . 
Software design
The software of this system includes four parts as follows:
1. The server software receives the truck's running status data and current location data which always runs on the server of manufacture and Logistics company. This software function can be one part of those companies' ERP system. The communication between the server and those remote wireless terminal units is based on the MODBUS(TCP/IP) protocol widely used in data transmission between field devices and PC [5] . The server will receive the data frame every 15 minutes,. The data frame from the remote wireless terminal unit installed on the refrigerated truck includes the information of the real time location and inside temperature.
2. The second software function module analyzes those monitor data and those refrigerated trucks' load from work schedule and compute the idle space. If the idle space is valuable,this function module puts the data like the idle space, time ,route to cloud computing platform running the e-commerce website. The data is selected from the local database server and sent to the e-commerce platform such as Ali cloud which is the biggest e-commerce platform in China. The protocol between the this function module and the cloud platform can be the Simple Object Access Protocol(SOAP ) [6] which is designed to exchange structured and solidified information on WEB.
3. The e-commerce website provides a platform which connects information and potential customer with internet. The potential customers browse the information of idle cold-chain transport space , once they get the suitable truck, they will send a order to provider and pay the service quickly. This e-commerce website can be built on the Alibaba platform who can offer the main framework and open some resource to extend the necessary function module as customer's wash. The EC-Shop is a good development tool to complete this mission .
4. The owner of cold -chain transport system will arrange the scatted refrigerated goods' loading and unloading according to those orders. The order from the e-commerce system must be back to the truck owner's management system on time, and arranged immediately. The information is sent back to the remote wireless terminal at as soon as possibly in order to make sure that the customer's goods can be loaded on time.
The data flow is as follow: Here,with the help of the cloud computing and wireless network technology, this system can collect all the scattered idle space of refrigerated trucks and sell them to those potential customer without any refrigerated transport vehicle. By this way, those truck owners can running their refrigerated trucks with low price and high efficiency, on the other hand those small potential customers can transport their scattered refrigerated goods from one place to another place with a reasonable price and on time.
Summary
With the rapid development of China's economy,people's life level become more and more higher which causes the demand of refrigerated foods and products increasing rapidly. Those refrigerated goods can not be transport by regular Logistics company's truck, and the quality does not worth to rent a whole special refrigerated truck to transport from one place to another place. On the other hand, there are some waste in regular work schedule of big refrigerated products manufacture having refrigerated truck team. This system just build a connection between those idle refrigerated transport space and small customer which improves the cold-chain transport system greatly and reduce the cost of small customer.The e-commerce has many aspects of commercial including cold-chain transport system which can running more efficiently and lower cost. The cold chain transport industry will develop more and more fast with the the technology of wireless network and cloud computing. With the continuous improvement of people's quality of life requirements, more and more fresh goods will transport by cold chain transport system with reasonable price because of the new technology of internet.
